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Recent weather events such as hurricanes and tornadoes are harsh reminders that risk is an 
element of everyday life. Risk, of course, is defined, according to Webster’s Dictionary as 
“...possibility of loss or injury... the chance of loss... the degree of probability of such loss..." It is 
a concern in most human endeavor. Risk and ways to measure and manage it have received a lot 
of attention with various books, writings and training sessions on the subject. 
 
The discussion of risk can be narrowed down to focus in on the risks associated with the practice 
of the design professions. The risks are many and include the possibilities of loss due to weather, 
fire, accident, health, employee dispute, and, of course, the risk of being held legally liable for 
professional malpractice. In addition to these kinds of risks the design professional faces 
uncertainties as to changes in the market for services or the kinds of projects that are in demand 
or changes in the financial environment (interest rates). To maintain a healthy design practice 
these various risks need to be identified, understood and provided for at least to some extent. 
 
A further narrowing can focus on the legal environment and liability risk. It can be said that this 
kind of risk arises out of interactions with people, their expectations and losses when their 
expectations are not met. Design professionals face risks of liability to employees, the general 
public, and parties with whom they have contractual ties. Contractual obligations and 
expectations generally originate with clients. But contracts with clients can also lead to 
connections with others like contractors, financing entities, later project owners and users, and 
regulatory agencies. The risks of liability to any such entity should not be ignored. 
 
Our continued narrowing of focus brings us to the risks of liability for errors and omissions in the 
providing of professional services. Architects, engineers and other construction related consulting 
services generate work product that includes studies, reports, designs, construction documents, 
specifications, and some construction related services. Such services are provided in an 
environment of time schedules, budgets, personalities, and regulations in addition to the physical 
environment of soil, slope, precipitation, wind, temperature and the many other considerations 
that a project designer needs to factor into a work product. Given so many variables it is no 
surprise that problems arise and errors and omissions can occur. 
 
Since the modern, tightly financed and managed project is pursued in an aggressively 
competitive construction environment, there is often little tolerance for errors and omissions and 
their varied consequences. Project owners, planners, financers, builders, and end users can, with 
the help of computers execute their projects with much higher precision than ever before. Their 
expectations as to performance by the various project participants are raised and the 



consequences of failing to meet those raised expectations are usually aggressively pursued. The 
design professional operating in this environment needs to clearly understand the risks and have 
in mind how problems might be avoided, the consequences minimized, and, to the extent that 
they cannot be avoided, how any needed corrective work might be paid for. 
 
Managing the risk of liability for errors and omissions includes a number of layers of protective 
measures. We can examine some of these. Although the discussion here is still rather general, it 
can be noted that depending on the specific kinds of services being provided, the measures can 
be much more detailed and controlled. For example, designers of nuclear power plants are 
subjected to a very rigorous Quality Assurance program with numerous specific guidelines, 
reviews, and approvals. A landscape designer for a park, on the other hand, may not warrant 
such intense scrutiny. But both face the risk of liability for the costs of corrective work if a 
faulty design is found to be the cause of project deficiencies. 
 
The first step toward general risk management and liability loss avoidance is nurturing a 
commitment to quality. It begins with leadership and an attitude that is communicated to all 
working on a project. The commitment to quality needs to be supported by procedures and 
systems for gathering information, identifying and addressing problems, documenting the 
process, and preparing work product whether it is a report, plans, or specifications. Anyone 
seeking to sharpen their knowledge of how to instill the pursuit of quality in an organization 
would do well to study the works and principles of Dr. W. Edwards Deming. He was credited for 
turning the label “Made in Japan” from its negative connotations to a reflecting high quality. As 
one of the steps toward improving quality and reducing the risks of professional liability, learning 
more about measuring and improving quality is important and should not be underestimated. 
 
Against this backdrop of an environment in which quality performance is valued and supported, 
the design professional can pursue a number of operational strategies in providing services. 
These can be identified as clear definition of objectives and reasonable expectations, systematic 
performance, communication and documentation. 
 
Clear definition of objectives and reasonable expectations begins with marketing the service, 
continues with discussions and negotiations for a specific assignment, and is nailed down in the 
service contract. Misrepresenting experience and overly enthusiastic representations of 
capabilities in brochures and on web sites can be the beginning of unreasonably raised 
expectations. If such raised expectations are not tempered during discussions, and later, 
negotiations with a prospective client, they can place the design professional in a precarious 
position when those expectations are not met. 
 
Any discussion on managing the risk of professional liability can spend much time on the service 
contract. One consideration is that a design professional’s service agreement should avoid 
references to warranty. Essentially, the use of warranty language can change the design 
professional’s standard that performance is measured against. When such language is found in a 
service contract the client is likely to expect – and perhaps legally require – a defect free work 
product. This is a departure from the classic standard of providing a service that meets the 
professional standard of care. In other words, the professional is expected to provide a service 
that is consistent with what any reasonable professional might have provided under similar 
circumstances. With warranty language the performance is compared to – something like – 
perfection rather than with what any reasonable design professional could have accomplished. 
This, of course, increases the risk of liability. 
 
Generally, the service contract needs to be reviewed for other terms that are likely to increase 
the risk of liability. One such hazard is “indemnify and hold harmless” language. Essentially such 
provisions attempt to turn the provider of the service into an insurer. When anything goes wrong 



with the project the client is likely to try to have the design professional be responsible for it. In 
addition to the increased liability exposure and legal costs that such language can impose on a 
design professional, the risk to the design professional is further increased because most 
professional liability insurance policies will exclude from coverage contractually assumed risk. 
 
One of the functions of contracts is assignment of responsibility for risk. The insurance contract is 
generally drafted to limit the risk being insured to failure to perform consistently with a 
professional standard of care. If the professional takes on broader risk through “hold harmless 
and indemnify” language, the professional liability insurance policy will not cover that additional 
risk. If for no other reason than being uninsured for such an assumption of risk, the design 
professional needs to be alert for risks that a client may try to contractually transfer to their 
consultant. Moving on from risk avoidance through careful attention to terms of the service 
contract, serious risk management needs to include a review of how the work is performed. As 
noted above, Dr. Deming articulated principles for pursuing quality in any kind of endeavor. The 
design professional needs to implement such principles in performing specific kinds of activities. 
These could be gathering information needed to plan and design a project, the processes of 
making the many decisions needed to assemble a design, the communicating of those decisions 
through the preparations of plans and specifications, and the processes for monitoring execution 
of the plans and specifications at the construction site. 
 
Essentially, Dr. Deming argues for developing systematic procedures for each step of a process 
and consistently following those procedures. Then the output of the process is examined and 
measured to determine if the process produces a quality result. If there is room for improvement 
there is a need to identify the specific steps in the process that will make a difference in the 
quality of the output and then to make adjustments at that step. Any service provided by a 
design professional can be broken down in this manner and tinkered with until consistent quality 
is achieved and the risk of error and loss is minimized. 
 
Inherent in the processes of information gathering and design, is the need for clear 
communication and documentation. Both of these activities provide opportunities for reducing the 
risk of liability for errors and omissions. Quality conscious design firms develop guidelines and 
standards for documenting communications. These can include, for instance, required note taking 
at meetings together with circulating the notes after the meeting to verify accurate 
understanding of what took place and what action plan was decided. Avoiding miscommunication 
is a very significant part of quality performance and reducing risk of liability. 
 
Calculators and computers have been instrumental in reducing calculation errors. But the adage 
that “what comes out is only as good as what goes in” is still applicable. Although computation 
errors and errors resulting from using incorrect formulas have been significantly reduced by 
electronic tools, huge errors are still occurring because of errors in the information fed into 
these devices. It is important to maintain human contact with the data going in and coming out. 
The questions of “Does this make sense? Does this input and output feel right?” should always be 
kept in mind if the risk of errors and omissions associated with reliance on electronic devices is to 
be minimized. 
 
Another risk control measure is avoiding the performance of tasks outside of those agreed upon 
in the service contract. An example of this can be found at the construction site where the design 
professional’s service is limited to observation for general conformance to the intent of the 
design. Perhaps the contractor is to build a retaining wall and is having some difficulty in 
accurately locating it on the site. Under the terms of the contracts the contractor is to provide his 
own engineer or surveyor to properly locate the wall. When the contractor’s engineer does not 
arrive in time and excavation equipment is waiting, there may be a request for the owner’s 
design professional observer to perform the measurements needed to locate the wall. If this 



additional service is provided and there is a later problem with the retaining wall, the design 
profession has greatly increased the risk of being held accountable, at least in part, for the 
problem. Do not perform tasks outside of those agreed to in advance.  
 
We can also discuss the need to maintain a positive relationship with the client and everyone 
involved in the project. A positive, problem solving approach to performing the many tasks that 
result in a successfully completed project goes a long way toward avoiding conflict and risk of 
liability. 
 
We have touched on some professional liability avoidance ideas for design professionals. There 
are many more. With the right attitude, leadership and procedures the quality of the service can 
be improved and the risk of liability can be lowered. 
 
Of course not all liability exposure can be avoided. Even the best risk management efforts 
sometimes fail to prevent professional liability claims. Sometimes the contentious characteristics 
of the project participants are the problem. Sometimes an error or omission just slips through. 
Even though the risk can be reduced it cannot be totally eliminated. Those unavoidable liability 
risks need to be provided for. And that is why there is professional liability insurance. 
 
Those design professionals who have experienced claims under policies issued by different 
insurers know that this, also, is a variable. The claims experience, when it cannot be avoided, can 
be better or worse. In deciding which professional liability insurance policy to purchase, check 
into how long and how consistently the insurer has been writing Architects and Engineers 
professional liability insurance. Some insurers come and go. 
 
Others might be servicing design professionals for 25 years or more. With that kind of longevity 
comes valued experience. 
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